
Shelf life: 4 months
196 mg of caffeine

Ready to drink
Sugar-free
Standard size recyclable cans
Store at or below 40 degrees Fahrenheit
Pack Size: 12/10.2 fl. oz. 

Established in 1924, Ferris is a family-owned and operated nut and coffee roaster located in
Grand Rapids, Michigan. Committed to responsible and sustainable sourcing, we're dedicated to
creating amazing products that bring moments of joy and connection.

Featuring a widget in each can, our nitro products
are super-charged and ready for action. The widget
takes your cold brew or tea from ordinary to
extraordinary with a burst of nitrogen upon
opening. Experience a refreshing, smooth
frothiness with every sip. 

Shelf life: 4 months
42 mg of caffeine

Naturally sweet with chocolatey
flavor and low acidity. Brewed
with specialty coffees sourced
from Central and South America.

Coffee, whenever. With less
caffeine but made with the
same specialty coffee, you can
enjoy Nitro throughout the day!

Nitro Black Coffee
UPC: 788709454026

Nitro Low Caffeine
UPC: 788709454040

Nitro Single Origin
UPC: 788709454408

Shelf life: 4 months
196 mg of caffeine

Crafted with specialty coffee beans
from one region, it represents the
best of Colombian coffee with notes
of caramel, nuts and citrus.

More than a drink, our nitro products make great use as ingredients
in cocktails, sauces, or topping desserts like an ice cream float!

READY-TO-DRINK NITRO COFFEE
Smooth and refreshing, nitro coffee is on the rise for being one of the hottest ready-to-drink options.  
Caffeine cravings are satisfied quickly once you pop the tab 

839 Seward Ave. NW Grand Rapids, Michigan 49504     www.ferriscoffee.com     616.459.6257

According to recent studies, the global cold brew
coffee market is expected to grow at a compound
annual growth of 25.1% from 2019 to 2025 to reach
$1.63 billion by 2025. North American dominated the
market with a share of 72.3% in 2019. Key factors
include the increase of interest of ready-to-drink
options, handcrafted consumables, and the spending
power of millennials and their preference for coffee
over other beverages in the U.S. and Canada.


